The massive shift in writing habits calls for a better understanding of the possible consequences of typing practice on language processing, including reading. To assess a possible impact of typing knowledge on word recognition, we built a set of words and pseudowords differing by their ratio of bimanual transitions between letters, an index of typing difficulty for experts. An effect of typing difficulty was observed in expert participants who were actually typing the items and not in a control group of hunt-and-peck typists. We then tested whether word recognition, measured with the task of lexical decision, was impacted by the typing difficulty of words. We found that lexical decision latencies varied as a function of typing difficulty, but differently for experts and non-experts. The effect was mostly driven by pseudowords. This suggests that motor representations built during the practice of typing have a collateral effect on visual recognition processes. The implications for education are discussed.
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Introduction
Handwriting is still widely taught in elementary schools throughout the world. It is a long and extremely demanding learning experience. Handwriting has always been mandatory at school since it has always been the most used form of written communication. In recent years however, typing has become the dominant writing modality in adulthood and perhaps even earlier. This massive shift of writing habits in the adult population brings into question the legitimacy of teaching handwriting at elementary school, and of using handwriting for training and evaluation in later education stages. Indeed, for many people, handwriting is no more than a tool at the service of written communication and, when a tool becomes obsolete, it should be replaced by a more efficient one. Alternatively, one could consider that handwriting is more than a tool, and that cognitive changes might occur if typing replaced handwriting at school, during the acquisition of literacy. What, if any, would be the possible consequences of massive typing practice on language processing in general, and on reading in particular? In the background stands the question of the interactions between reading and writing.
Although reading and writing have typically been studied separately, as if they were encapsulated systems, some researchers have hypothesized the existence of specific directional influences of the motor aspects of writing on reading, the rationale being that reading acquisition and practice is supported by concomitant performance of writing gestures. This view relies on a body of studies showing that specific disorganization of writing knowledge following a premotor brain injury can impair reading [1, 2] , and that in neurologically intact participants whose brain activity is monitored, reading is accompanied by the reactivation of sensorimotor brain regions, and especially of the so-called Exner's area, a left-hemispheric premotor region thought to be the substrate of the motor engrams for writing [3] [4] [5] . The involvement of Exner's area in reading actually depends on the level of literacy of the participants [6] . The contribution of writing is assumed to be particularly strong in reading ideographic languages, where each word is represented by a complex character: for instance writing skills (amount of practice and quality of performance) are considered important predictors of reading performance [7] [8] [9] and behavioral studies show that the order in which the strokes are written is an essential component of the orthographic representation of words in memory [5, 10] . 
